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The lamp is burnin' low upon
my table top
The snow is softly falling
The air is still in the silence of
my room
I hear your voice softly calling
-Gordon Lightfoot
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December is a bewitching month.
The grey of cold teases
to explode into something worthwhile,
into a dream of cold,
a starlight shower you can taste,
a cold that does not chill.
― Joseph Coelho
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CONSTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
BY JEFF GARDNER

How can you as a photographer grow?
We are all a work in progress - it’s important to never stop learning. Techniques and thinking evolve, we need to maintain an open mind and evolve
with the times. Keeping an open mind makes us better and more efficient
photographers.
Participation in workshops and a photo club such as NPC are activities that
most of us are comfortable with, yet we shy away from evaluation often
because we are not comfortable receiving constructive criticism. This is
unfortunate, as evaluation quickly matures our photographic skills. Evaluators need not even be photographers, they may be painters, sculptors, or anyone involved with visual design as the skills they possess provide a new perspective of our work.
Creating good art is not a rule-based skill. Good artwork originates from our imagination, dreams, and passion. It is strengthened by originality and innovation and is supported by principles of design. Such examples include:
Balance

Rhythm

Repetition

Pattern

Texture

Scale …

Craftsmanship (regrettably unfashionable) is a foundation that supports these design principles. Craftsmanship by itself is not enough to create good art, but without it, it’s difficult to recognize the qualities of a photograph. Photographic craftsmanship includes skills applied both with a camera and a computer. Examples
include:
 Proper capture - exposure, framing and focus …
 Post-processing skills - toning, sharpening and noise reduction …

Evaluation vs Competition
Evaluation is an assessment of quality based on:
 Objective fact-based criteria and
 Subjective opinion - a discussion of how the evaluator feels about your art
Good evaluation includes both objective and subjective observations regarding the merits of an image while
providing constructive suggestions to address weaknesses. Ideally, the evaluation is expressed from someone
with some mix of artistic training, experience, and innate talent. These skills qualify them to conduct the
evaluation.
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Competition is different from evaluation.
Competition (particularly photo club competition) generally relies heavily on rule-based scores and ranking
to declare a few winners and by default, many losers. Due to volumes and to increase consistency, competitions lean heavily on rule-based objective criteria rather than the Judges’ subjective opinions. Subjective
opinion is not widely encouraged (usually only comprising a small percentage of a score) as it promotes inconsistency between judges, which leads to an impression of biased scoring.
As our skills advance photographers tend to plateau through the competitive process as an objective rulebased system can’t provide them with enough necessary guidance for artistic growth. As a competition
judge, I have observed that many advanced photographers don’t solicit the judges’ comments, likely because rule-based comments don’t lead to artistic growth.

Competitions have several other pitfalls:


As a photographer, it’s easy to fall into the trap of shooting to win, with all the constraints that that imposes. Constraints don’t make better photographers.



Losing can be discouraging, especially if the scoring is not well understood.



Some photographers repeatedly win the same competition again and again; this is good for their ego, but
not much else.



Competitions classify images into categories based on rigid rule-based thinking, often confusing and
frustrating participants.

So, can competitions help us? I have noticed novice and intermediate photographers improve quickly when
using feedback from a competition, so for them, competition can provide value. Also, for some people, high
scores and winning is motivating, and motivation is a good thing.
It is simply that competition is not enough for continued growth since the current judging process does not
encourage subjective opinions, winning images often lack soul.
For the competitive process to provide better value, judges must be trained and encouraged to think differently, learning to express how they feel about a photograph. There may be some movement towards this
goal, but it’s got a long way to go.
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By avoiding competition as part of their program,
I believe NPC has chosen the right path. Better to
stick to evaluation and nurturing that process over
time.

Novice and Intermediate Skills
Artistic merit is difficult to achieve if the image is
technically flawed. It is therefore necessary to
master the technical aspects of the camera (focus,
exposure, depth of field …) and basic computer
post-processing skills before images can be considered well rounded, good art.
Mentoring through constructive evaluation allows
photographers to identify and address their weaknesses at an accelerated pace. By using an experienced mentor, technical skills, composition, and
storytelling (impact) can be evaluated constructively. Weaknesses are pointed out and
suggestions provided. There are many sources of help: a photo club like the NPC, trained evaluators in
workshops / competitions and experienced artists (formally or informally trained) can move a photographer forward much more quickly than slogging along by yourself. This is especially true for the novice.

Intermediate to Advanced Skills
So how do we grow?
First - master your camera. Remove any constraints that prevent you from shooting well. I often see many
imaginative images poorly executed because even experienced photographers have not mastered the basics
of shutter speed, aperture, and ISO, never learning to shoot in manual mode.
Second - learn to post-process - at least acquire a reasonable skill level. I often see good images with insufficient post-processing - especially tone, sharpening and noise reduction (See final note on Adobe Raw Defaults).

Social Media

Just like competitions, social
media has pitfalls. Social media is not a great tool to judge
image quality as images are
often too small and too low a
resolution for critical evaluation. Impactful images get
many ‘likes’ even if they are
poorly crafted.
Social media can be helpful in
establishing a ‘presence’ or
name and create business opportunities for professionals.
‘Likes’ will not make you a
better photographer.
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The camera looks both ways.
Our images are a reflection of ourselves. Looking objectively and subjectively at our own work can be an
eye-opener. Also mentoring other
photographers builds our own photographic skills - you often will see
your own weaknesses in other’s
photographs. Mentoring is also an
opportunity to give back to the photographic community.

How to Evaluate Constructively
The basics of evaluation are straight forward: start by being objective, constructive, and helpful. Don’t criticize, instead suggest methods of improvement. As you develop you can apply principles of design, imagination, and feelings about a photograph to provide qualified subjective opinions. It doesn’t matter if you
like the image or not, so don’t mention that opinion – it’s not important or constructive. So, let’s walk
through the steps:


Start by building a constructive foundation by highlighting the positive aspects of the image such as:
“strong story, good emotional impact, difficult shot well handled …”, there has to be something good to
say about any image. Build the photographer’s confidence - don’t put them down.



Walk through the technical aspects of the image as the craftsmanship supports the artistic qualities of
the photo. Start with positive comments and then move on to areas for improvement: consider exposure, sharpness, tone etc. Novices often miss ‘intrusions’ such as tree branches appearing from outside
of the frame. Bright spots attracting attention away from the subject are a common issue. Always suggest a possible solution or approach they could apply to prevent the issue in the future. Be kind but honest and complete. Don’t skip over weaknesses, as you are not helping anyone or being kind.



Move on to composition: consider balance, leading lines, framing…



Consider tone, texture, repetition and other constructs of the design principles.



Consider impact or storytelling. How could it be stronger or is it already well done?



Gently but thoroughly point out weaknesses to watch for and provide techniques they might consider to
prevent issues in the future.



Resist the urge to simply suggest cropping differently, instead ask ‘why a portion of the frame exists how does it strengthen the image?’.
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Final Thoughts

I see the same weakness in images over and over again. To address this, I have suggested that constant
learning and staying current improves quality and reduces effort. Sticking to my own advice about providing constructive suggestions, I would like to conclude with a handful of tips:


Don’t constrain yourself by choosing poor camera settings. Capture all the detail you can - google
‘ETTR’ (Exposing To The Right).



Don’t spend too much time post-processing files and don’t shoot JPEGS (too much loss of detail). I suggest you google “Adobe’s ISO Adaptive Presets”. These settings adjust images at import time, reducing
subsequent editing time significantly (I saved about 80% of my time). I will write a future article on this
topic but in the meantime see: Adobe ISO Adaptive Presets



Another godsend is Pixel Doubling. Rather than buy a new camera to double the resolution of an image,
use a computer to achieve the same result. Recent advancements in this field can lead to stunning results
with little effort. Many software programs now support this feature.

Regardless of what level your photography is today, the fastest and effective method is to seek opportunities
for constructive evaluation provided by other talented artists or consider providing it yourself.
Jeff Gardner - is a builder, gardener, photographer, conducts workshops, and is a retired fine-art printer.
JeffGardner.ca
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FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER
BY LORI GILESPIE
My name is Lori Gillespie. My husband and I are both
retired and live in the quaint rural area of Shiloh in
Cramahe Township.
I was a late bloomer to Photography about 10 years ago
starting with my first DSLR camera, a Canon Rebel T3i
and a Beginner Photography course at Fleming College.
This course was life changing to me, opening up a creative part of my brain I didn’t know was there!
After photographing everything and everyone who would
pose for me, I realized that I was definitely drawn to portraits, people and places.
Other hobbies include Genealogy, Reading, Art journaling and collecting vintage photographs.
One of my first photoshoots was with my beautiful dark haired daughter in law, Katrina. I could envision
her in a long black Victorian type dress walking in a cemetery among old stones holding a red rose. But
how would I get a dress like that? I was lucky enough to borrow an authentic mourning dress from 1892
from a pioneer village! Holding the garment in my hands transported me to a different time and an experience I won’t forget. Off to the cemetery we went for a shoot. Katrina said that while wearing the old
dress, she felt like she wanted to stand very straight and tall. As I was having her walk among the old
gravestones, a car went by very slowly, the occupants staring out their window into the cemetery. I’m sure
they must have felt they were seeing a ghostly spectre! My photographic vision was fulfilled...and I was
very happy with the results. That was just the beginning of my story telling through my camera.
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I now have my own collection of vintage
dresses purchased from Ebay and thrift stores
as well as many props. These used, worn
dresses often carry their own energy somehow
and I just love the idea that old clothes that
were once worn and loved can be photographed again in a new story! Probably the
biggest challenge that I face with the clothing
is the super tiny waists on the old dresses!
Women were just much smaller back in the
day dare I say! My models are usually women
and girls. Rather than specific poses... I attempt to direct the model much like a character in a play. I find this helps with displaying
emotion, especially when combined with the
clothing, props and location.
I am not a technical photographer,
mostly preferring natural light. My
editing is all done in Lightroom. I do
have backdrops and strobes which I
can utilize when needed...winter
months! I currently use a Canon
5D Mark III. My lens of choice is a
50 mm 1.8 to capture important
background elements within the
shot. I am constantly scouting for
locations...old cemeteries, abandoned houses, water, woods, etc.

My inspiration comes from Books, Movies, Vintage Photos and old paintings.
www.lorijanephotography.ca
www.facebook.com/photographylorijane
www.instagram.com/lorijanephotography
/
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INTERVIEW WITH A MEMBER
DONNA EDMONDS
Jeannie Gane and Donna Edmonds asked each other a series of questions and we have each written an interview style article for the Monitor.
In this article, Donna is asking the questions of Jeannie who has been a member of Northumberland Photography Club since 2015 when she and her husband Lorne moved to Cobourg. I would like to thank Jeannie for taking the time with me and even though we talk often about photography I think that we each found
this to be fun, interesting and enlightening.
Jeannie has a Nikon Z7 mirrorless camera as her main camera and also owns a Nikon Z6. The Z6 is primarily for shooting video but also as a backup to her Z7. Her favourite lens is the 70-200, f2.8 which is on
her camera the vast majority of the time, though she also uses other prime lenses like the Nikon 105mm,
f1.8 lens depending on the situation of a shoot. Jeannie’s photography can be seen on her website https://
www.jgane.ca/Samples/n-888MdH/i-Qd9RvXH
Q: Why did you choose to include Photography
as a hobby?
A: It seemed like I always had a camera in my
hand growing up. I received a point and shoot as
a Christmas gift when I was around 11 or 12
years old and loved taking photos of the people
and animals on the farm where we lived. It drove
my dad crazy because the cost of developing
film was so expensive and I believe that he may
have seen it as a waste of money. In high school,
I joined a photography club and learned to develop film. When I had a horse farm of my own, a
camera was used as a business tool sending photos for breeding and horse sales purposes. I was
an early embracer of computers and the internet
in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s so when photography went digital, I was all over that.
Q: How did you become proficient as a photographer? Was it through workshops or playing
with your camera and the various settings?
A: When I joined my first photography club in
Hastings, I started to realize how much I didn’t
know. I took an introduction to DSLRs course at
Loyalist College, read my manuals and really
since I have always loved to read all things
December 2021
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technical, I found everything that I could find on photography and cameras and tried to absorb it all. I did a lot of
controlled experiments which consist of setting up a subject
and then taking many shots sitting in one spot adjusting the
settings, lighting and lenses to test results.
Q: Knowing what you know now....what would you do differently to learn photography?
A: I would have forced myself to start shooting in manual
mode earlier. I had always shot in one of the auto modes
mostly Aperture Priority. Once I went manual, I started my
controlled experiment shots and started to understand what
all of the cameras setting could do and what I could do with
my camera.
Q: How do you think that you ended up
taking the types of photos that you do?
A: I primarily shoot portraits of people,
pets, or other domestic animals like horses. This started from growing up around
farm animals and of course people, but
grew and continued because I find that I
feel more emotion when I am looking at
photos of people or animals. I am compelled by the eyes or face of a subject
than by anything else. A portrait of a
child will squeeze my heart and make me
happy. The emotion that portrait photography evokes in me makes me seek it out.
I remember the first time I shot portraits
for another person, I wondered if I was
going to be able to capture the same level
of sentiment in a person or animal that
wasn’t of my own family. I did it and felt
like I had achieved that. I am now confident that even though I am not emotionally invested in the subject themselves, I
can be emotionally invested in the image
of the subject.
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Q: Do you have a funny story about photography?
A: I do! It goes way back. I mentioned earlier that I
was in my high school photography club but really it
was more like a film developing club. The science
teacher who ran the club was primarily interested in
teaching us about the chemicals in developing and did
not impart any photography knowledge on us if he had
any. Since I really didn’t understand the principles of
photography, I tended to come up with other reasons
why my photos did not turn out. The most memorable
one of those was my deduction of why all of the photos
that I took outside on a trip to Montreal were just fine
but my photos that I took inside a church were completely black. My 14 year old mind decided that it was
divine intervention and that it must have been God’s
way of telling me that it was a sin to take photos inside
his church. I laugh now but I don’t think I was laughing then.
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Q: Do you consider yourself to have a sort of unique style?
I don’t really consider my style unique because a lot of photographers have the same type of style as I do. It
could probably be considered unique in our club (as in someone sees an image and it is identifiable as mine
from the style), but I actually am drawn to many photographers online that produce the same style but better.
Q: What do you do if you are in a photography funk? What rejuvenates you?
A: I go to the internet and look at photos of photographers that I adore. It brings me a lot of emotion and joy
and motivates me to pick up my camera and get creative.
Q: What photographer do you admire the most? Why?
A: There are actually a couple of photographers I love to follow, but the one I admire the most is Cass
Vanhorn. She works under Noelle Mirabella Photography. She is the most kind and interesting person and her
images are so rich and emotional. I am fascinated with the global career she has built while living and working out of Grand Prairie AB. She has won so many photography awards, travels the world to take photos and
teach, and her clients also travel to her Alberta studio from around the world to have their photos taken. You
can see her work at https://www.noellemirabella.com/ .
Q: Is there a fellow club member who had a strong influence on you? How?
A: I do and it was you Donna. I would say that to anyone who asked me that question so I am not just saying
that because you are doing the interview. You were the person who pushed me off the auto mode (aperture
priority) and into manual. You challenged me in the best of ways to step out of my comfort zone and explore
and grow my abilities. I thought “I’ll show her that I can do it” and I did and never went back.
Q: Is there any one photo that you have taken over the years that you think changed the way you shoot, what
you shoot or the way you think about photography?
A: There is! It is a photograph that I took of my daughter Dana. At a photo shoot, when she was a pre-teen,
she had had enough and was sort of hiding or being a reluctant subject but I still wanted to continue shooting.
I took a final shot that really encompassed both that unposed portraiture and the shallow DOF I love so much.
It was an image that ended up not only being one of my favourites but also changed my photography mindset.
It solidified my belief that a perfectly posed subject was not what makes a portrait compelling. It was also one
of the first times I felt I had used a shallow depth of field successfully in the way I wanted and I loved that
look in the shot. I felt that I had captured a story - not a happy posed photograph, but one that captured real
emotion.
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BUY AND SELL
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
If interested please e mail Terry at TJC@COGECO.CA OR PHONE 705 7421724
NIKON AF-S NIKKOR 70 – 300 VR LENS 1:4.5 – 5.6 = $325
THIS NIKON AF-S NIKKOR 70 – 300 VR LENS 1:4.5 – 5.6 IS IN EXCELLENT
CONDITION WITH NO DINGS OR SCRATCHES. SILENT WAVE MOTOR, ED
GLASS, INTERNAL FOCUS, CAN BE USED ON FULL FRAME OR CROPPED
CAMERAS. WEATHER SEALED CAMERA MOUNT. COMES WITH UV FILTER,
LENS HOOD AND BOTH LENS CAPS. SHARP AND CRISP IMAGES. To see more
information and pictures please go to
https://www.kijiji.ca/v-view-details.html?adId=1595125938
MANFROTTO ART 134 MONOPOD = $45
This Manfrotto Art 134 aluminum Monopod is in excellent shape and
fully functional. This heavy duty 3 section monopod is perfect for holding any size camera secure and safe. It is perfect for those photographers
using large lenses for wildlife. Closed length is 26 " fully extended it is
65" long. To see more information and pictures please go to
https://www.kijiji.ca/v-view-details.html?adId=1595126431
VELBON MARK 7 TRIPOD AND PH173 BALL HEAD =$125
This professional Velbon Mark 7 tripod is in excellent condition as is the ball
head. The tripod is a heavy duty solid tripod built to handle any size camera
including med and large format cameras. It is a solid and well built piece of
equipment that won’t budge when doing long exposure photography and nature photography with large lenses. The head has a large 1 3/4" ball for solid
locking of the camera and has one lever to lock and turn the head for ease of
use. The ball head base is a large 3 3/8" x 2" with a large wheel to tighten
down camera or quick mount adapter. The tripod legs have two extensions
with just two twist type locks for ease and quick handling. Closed the tripod is
just 32" long. The legs will lay flat to the ground for macro or low shooting.
The tripod stands from 28" to extended height of 64" and with the centre column extended a height of 71". To see more information and pictures please go
to
https://www.kijiji.ca/v-view-details.html?adId=1595127126 If interested
please e mail Terry at TJC@COGECO.CA OR PHONE 705 742-1724

For Sale: Nikon DSLR 3100
Camera, Strap, Manual, Battery Charger, Two Batteries, 4 GB Camera Card, Reference Book. No
lens. $ 75.00
Arlene Foster 905 885 6490 baf43@sympatico.ca
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In Memoriam
In November we lost a long time Executive member, colleague and Outings Director, Sandra Peters.
Sandra passed away at Ed’s House Northumberland Hospice, Cobourg on Thursday November 25,
2021. Sandra beloved wife of James Peters. Loving mother of Byran (Jennifer McDermott) and Martin
(Rhonda) and beloved grandmother of Riley and Hayley Peters and Lincoln Peters. Dear sister of Beverly Batchellor. Cherished daughter to Loreen and Gerald Batchellor. Friends will be received at Allison
Funeral Home, 103 Mill Street North, Port Hope on Thursday, December 2 from 4pm to 7pm. Funeral
Service Friday, December 3 at 2 pm. If desired, memorial contributions may be made by cheque to Ed's
House Northumberland Hospice Care Centre. www.allisonfuneralhome.com
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SPIDER AWARDS
CONGRATULATIONS on being a Winner at the 16th Annual
Black & White Spider Awards to Terry Self, David O’Rourke
and Ray Williams. 6,211 entries were received from 75 countries. These and your works received a high percentage of
votes overall. Certainly an achievement, well done!

Honorable Mention in Nude | Nude Bicycle Rider Terry Self

Honorable Mention in Nude | At The Window
Terry Self

Nominee in Nude | Sand Covered Terry Self
December 2021

Honorable Mention in Nude | Fans
Terry Self
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Honorable Mention in People| Man in the Middle David O’Rourke

Nominee in People| Trouble
David O’Rourke

Nominee in People| Urban Trouble Ray Williams
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SCAVENGER HUNT
BY ELISABETH LA FONTAINE
NPC - Scavenger Hunt!
NPC Outings for the last 18 months have been few and far between due to Covid 19. However. the trend
was broken on Saturday, November 6th, when some 30 members turned out for a photographic Scavenger
Hunt.
Organized by the NPC Outings Committee, they even managed to organize a glorious warm fall day. The
group met by the Bandshell in Port Hope. Some were armed with cameras, lenses, tripods and whatever else a
photographer needs to make a good photograph. Others arrived with a camera, period. I didn’t see anyone
brandishing a Smartphone but then they are so small they would have been hard to see!
A group as large as 30 had obviously not been anticipated. The instructions, printed on small slips of paper
were in short supply and a few people were seen taking photos of them rather than share. The rules for the
day were that participants were to make photographs of the 10 items on the list anywhere in Northumberland County – not just Port Hope – but they had to be made on November 6th.
For those who didn’t join the fun, here’s the list of the images to be captured:

1. Historical
2. Abandoned
3. Architecture
4. Water
5. Motion Blur
6. Hands and Feet
7. Reflection
8. Seeing Red
9. Looks like a Letter
10. Having Fun

It would have been possible to capture all these images without moving very far from the band shell. However, I for one, accompanied by Terry Self, didn’t spend long in Port Hope – there was so much scope to
find unique subjects elsewhere.
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Donna has put out a request for all participants to submit their 10 images to the NPC Dropbox and she will
make a slide show of some 300 photographs. This is something we can all look forward to seeing!
Bumping into NPC members all over Port Hope was fun – I even managed to corral a complete stranger
with a camera into joining the Club – at least I introduced him to Donna Edmonds, Membership Director.

Larry Keeley
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Patrick’s Tips
By Patrick Romano

BRRRRRRRR ! It’s cold out there, but that has never
stopped a photographer. Mind you, some do prefer to
stay indoors to practice their art. Basically, indoor
photography is the topic of my tips this month. So,
grab your equipment and have fun and don’t forget to
share your art work.
Pat Romano

9 Reasons Photography Is a Great Hobby (in 2021) - By: Stacey Hill
How to Shoot in Manual Mode (+ Cheat Sheets for Beginners) - By: Antonio Leanza
5 Secrets for Finding Great Indoor Photoshoot Locations - By: Melinda Smith
12 Tips For Gorgeous Indoor Natural Light Photography - By: Dena Haines
12 Tips to Capture Stunning Vegetable Photography - By: Ana Mireles
11 Food Photography Composition Tips (for Mouthwatering Results) - By: Jeremy Flint
7 Tips for Action-Packed Indoor Sports Photography - By: Christina N Dickson
Photography Lighting Equipment: The Essential Guide - By: John McIntire
5 Surprising Macro Photography Ideas to Jumpstart Your Creativity - By: Jaymes Dempsey

Executive: President: Bryan Marjoram, Vice President: Janet Taylor
Secretary: Susan Dubois, Program Director: Vacant
Membership Director: Donna Edmonds, Financial Director: Stan Kicak
Technical Director: Jeannie Gane, Outings Director: Norm Rae
Outreach Director: Gerry Atkinson, Communications Director: Vacant
Newsletter co-producers: Moira Fenner, Elisabeth La Fontaine, Janet Taylor.
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THE LAST PAGE
BY MOIRA FENNER

As I’m sitting down to write this article, I can’t help but think how much things have changed over the last
while. As a relatively new transplant from Durham Region, I joined the NPC in the hopes of meeting new
people and finding places to photograph in Northumberland County.
However, with the arrival of Covid in late January 2020 and Ontario’s first lockdown in March 2020 our
world has certainly changed. There’s no denying Covid has impacted all of us, some more than others.
You only have to read or watch the news to know the extent.
I do believe that Covid has brought to light how resilient we can all be, given the chance. People have
The Guardian
Oct. 2019
looked for different ways to deliver their product/service. We now have more Zoom
Meetings
and Webinars than ever and virtual/online opportunities to share information.
The NPC Executive has been meeting virtually and has also offered opportunities to keep our Program going. This includes:
 Monthly virtual slideshows
 A list of ideas for members to use as inspiration for their photography. Photos taken can be included in
the virtual slideshows.
 Invitations from other Ontario Council of Camera Clubs members have been extended to attend virtual
workshops/speaker sessions.
 More recently, in-person outings have been arranged, including a Scavenger Hunt.
For myself, I have jumped on the virtual bandwagon to keep my learning going:
Painting Flowers in Photoshop – online instruction for digital painting of floral photographs
Phlorography Online 2021 – online instruction for floral photography techniques, ideas, and inspiration
Visual Wilderness – online nature photography tutorials
Adobe MAX – free and virtual, inspiring photography sessions with a variety of skilled photographers
So, while I hope that 2022 will see more of us getting out and about in Northumberland County and further
afield, maybe some of us will even be brave enough to travel overseas! (The Monitor will welcome your
stories!)
The events that we’ve missed for almost two years will gradually creep back into our calendars. Although
masks and hand-washing may be with us throughout another year and vaccinations may still be inevitable,
above all, let’s hope that family visits and hugs will once again be the norm. Merry Christmas and Happy
Holidays!
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